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The Worldâ€™s Best Aiming System for Billiards teaches the legendary 3-cut system of aiming

popularized in snooker and used by the greatest billiards players in the world. The book breaks

down the essential elements of the system into an easy to understand method that can be applied

immediately while playing any kind of billiards. The 3-cut system is based on geometry so it is the

most reliable and accurate aiming system available. Get this book and start pocketing balls like

never before! Your friends will be amazed.
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First let me say that there is not a SINGLE aiming system that will work for every shot PERIOD.The

proximity of the object ball to a pocket, the angle, the distance from the cue ball....all have an effect

on how we visualize the shot (as well as the actual perception of the rails and table in relation to the

shot at hand).I will say without hesitation that this book is pure rubbish and a waste of ANY players

time.I would suggest a review of 'ghost ball' first and foremost so the concept of what needs to

happen when two balls collide to get them in a pocket.Next you would want to research parallel

aiming. I probably use the concepts of this more than anything and I can easily run over 100 balls in

a row in straight pool daily using this concept alone.For distant cut shots I am quite happy with pivot



aiming, (CTE, etc) methods. Why? With these methods you can aim at the ball instead of out in

space then pivot and shoot.Most importantly the key to making shots is to have a consistent

approach to the ball and consistent stroke.After that you really just need to hit a LOT of balls.

Repetition is PARAMOUNT and not always playing a game against a buddy.I just throw balls on the

table and hit them over and over and over. It becomes second nature. (see video. I average 6.5

seconds a shot for 15 balls. This is how I warm up daily for shot visualization BEFORE I actually

start my real practice)After you are potting 14 out of 15 balls then you have to learn to work on cue

ball control, pattern play, safety play, tactics...etc....In my opinion this is one of the greatest games

ever invented.PS....
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